SNORKELING & SCUBA
DIVING
Introduction for beginners
SUB AQUA DiveCenter Angaga is
open daily
08:30 to 12:30
&
14:30 to 18:30

Introduction to Snorkeling
If you are new to snorkelling or are not a conident swimmer,
for your safety please consider taking a short snorkeling
lesson, before trying to snorkel on your own or joining a boat
snorkeling excursion.
Come to the Dive Center to book your lesson, daily from
08:30 to 12:30 and 14:30 to 18:30.
• Lesson duration: approximately 1 hour.
• Equipment included: mask, snorkel, ins and life vest.
• Part 1: brieing at the Dive Center, including equipment
adjustment and proper use, snorkelling techniques and
safety precautions; Part 2: practice with instructor in lagoon.
Water skills include loating and swimming techniques,
mask and snorkel clearing, among others.
• Cost: $30 per person, minimum 2 participants.

House Reef Marine Life
On our beautiful house reef you will see many creatures, including reef sharks.
The two most common sharks here are blacktip and whitetip reef sharks. Both
are non-agressive, and not dangerous to
humans. They might swim by or even around
snorkelers: this is a natural behaviour.
Remain calm, and enjoy the encounter with
these magniicent animals! A responsible
snorkeler WILL NOT TO TOUCH OR CHASE
ANY ANIMALS, AND WILL NOT COLLECT
ANYTHING from the ocean.
All prices mentioned are subject to 10% Service Charge and 12% GST tax.

Snorkeling Equipment Rental
• Snorkeling Set:
mask+snorkel+ins, $10 per day
• Snorkeling mask: $4 per day
• Snorkel: $3 per day
• Fins: $5 per day
• Life Vest: $5 per day

Rental conditions:
• All inclusive guests may pick up complimentary snorkeling
equipment at the reception. Equipment rented from the
Dive Center is always chargeable.
• The bill will be sent to reception, to be paid at check-out
from the resort.
• Lost or damaged equipment will be charged for, as
described on the price list.
• Do not stand on, kick with your ins or touch with
your hands the corals or any marine life, to avoid
damaging them and yourself!
• If you are new to snorkeling, please consider taking a short
Introduction to Snorkeling lesson with our instructors (see
previous page in this booklet).

If you enjoy snorkeling, WHY NOT TRY DIVING?
All prices mentioned are subject to 10% Service Charge and 12% GST tax.

Digital Underwater Camera Rental
Take home the best souvenir! Share
the beauty of the underwater world
with your friends and family!
• Very easy to use, with a large,
bright screen
• Takes high quality photos and
HD video
• Suitable for snorkeling and diving
• Rental for up to 3 hours: $30
• Rental for up to 8 hours: $50 (until
18:00)
Rental conditions:
• Before renting, please check with the staff that the camera is well
sealed and there are no leaks.
• When not using, store it in the shade, or cover it with a towel.
Never leave it in direct sunlight or on the sand.
• Do not open the housing! The housing can be opened by dive
center staff only.
• Rental hours must be consecutive. Please return the camera before 18:00 to the dive center - do not keep overnight.
• Lost / damaged camera or housing will be charged up to $700.
How will you get your photos?
• You can bring your own SD memory card to use in the camera.
• Or, we can copy your photos on to your computer or USB stick.
• If you do not have any storage device, we can burn a DVD for you.

All prices mentioned are subject to 10% Service Charge and 12% GST tax.

TRY DIVING!
Do your irst real dive in just 2 hours
STEP ONE: detailed and practical
brieing by our instructors. Learn the
basics to dive in safety and
comfort. (~30-45 minutes)

STEP TWO: practice in our shallow
lagoon. You will practice using the
equipment and get comfortable
with being underwater. (~15-30
minutes)

STEP THREE: swim out to the edge of
the reef, go deeper and do a real dive
on our house reef! Your instructor will
be right next to you all the time. (~3045 minutes)

DIVING IS:
Safe. Our professional instructors will always be with you. We take only
small groups and adapt the program to each person’s abilities.

Easy. Most people ind diving even easier than snorkeling, and we will
always be there to help you.

Fun! You will enjoy a unique feeling of weightlessness, and can get very
close to the ish!

Cost: $120 per person
All prices mentioned are subject to 10% Service Charge and 12% GST tax.

Try Diving Program Details:
• The program lasts about one and
a half to two hours, and is offered
daily at 09:00 or 15:00.
• For ages 8 to 99. The only prerequisite is to be reasonably
healthy!
• You don’t have to be an expert
snorkeler or even a very good swimmer
to try diving, as your instructor will be there to help you all
the time.
•
You should not dive 24 hours
before your international light, so do
not leave diving for the last day of
your stay.
•
Reservation is required and can
be made during opening hours at the
Dive Center.

The

difference:

In many parts of the world, a “try dive” consists of a 5-minute
explanation, and large groups with no personalized attention
from the guides, resulting in bad experiences or ear injuries. At
SUB AQUA DiveCenter, we take only few people at a time, and we
spend ample time both on land, explaining the “dos and don’ts”
and answering your questions, as in the shallow lagoon, where
we make sure you are at ease before going any deeper. Once we
start the dive on the house reef, we will stay very close to you,
and adapt the dive to your abilities and comfort level.
We will do everything possible to make sure your irst experience
with diving is a memorable one!

